Houston (Aug. 27, 2018) — Foto Relevance presents “Every Leaf Speaks Bliss,” an exhibition
highlighting selections from NYC-based photographers Laurie Lambrecht and David Reinfeld. The
artists will be in attendance at the opening reception on Friday, September 14th, from 6-8 pm, and for
an artist talk on Saturday, September 15th, from 10-11 am. The show will be on view through
November 2nd.

Left to right: “Lake Trees No. 21” (2006) by Laurie Lambrecht; “Feynman’s Notes 4” (2018) by David Reinfeld

“With this exhibit, we hope to bring different seasons to Houston, showcasing how the environment
changes through the lens of each artist’s methodology,” said Foto Relevance Co-founder Bryn Larsen.
Laurie Lambrecht’s lyrical approach to her work comes from her engagement with the tactile qualities
and nuances of pattern and color found in nature. Her work celebrates the form, subtlety, and
enduring presence of these details in a way that invites viewers to share in the experience. This line of
thought extends throughout her “China,” “Lake Trees,” and “Jungle Road” series, selections from
which will be on view. In addition, works from Lambrecht’s series “Roy Lichtenstein in His Studio,”
photographed during her time as an assistant to the artist, will be on display.
David Reinfeld’s visualizations of trees strike a balance between his backgrounds in both science and
art. He has always been consumed with how things are seen. As an artist, Reinfeld’s work ranges from
traditional compositions in his “Forest” and “Canyon” series to painterly, post-processed images in his
“Brick & Mortar” and “Feynman’s Notes” portfolios. Reinfeld takes the viewer on a journey to
appreciate how light, throughout various seasons and times of day, can change how and what we can
see.
“We look forward to connecting these two artists with the vibrant arts scene here in Houston.
Lambrecht is an internationally known artist returning to Houston with added work that has not been
shown here before, and this is David Reinfeld’s Texas debut,” added Foto Relevance Co-founder
Geoffrey Koslov.
For further inquiries, please contact Foto Relevance at 281.989.4356 or info@fotorelevance.com.

